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Quick Review: What is a “Shock Verdict” ?

• $10,000,000 or greater, OR 

• Less than $10,000,000 but not rationally 
related to actual damages 

• Examples of recent Shock Verdicts
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What is an Aftershock?

• Shock Verdicts are earthquakes that lead to 
shock settlements, or aftershocks

• The outsize Shock Verdict directly correlates to 
the Aftershock of enormous settlements

• One-to-one correlation
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Where we are NOW

• Bigger verdicts and higher settlements than ever before

• We are paying MUCH MORE now to settle a case than 
we have ever before under the same facts

• Add Shock Verdict premium

• No end in sight to this trend
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WHY are we where we are?

• Social Inflation = anti-corporate bias

• Post-pandemic sentiments

• Reptile Theory

• Plaintiffs know the costs of litigation are higher 
than ever and the risk factor to defendants at 
trial is higher than ever – sometimes 
prohibitively so
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$150M Settlement - 2022

• Defendant: Werner Enterprises

• Hopkins County, Texas
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$150M Settlement - 2022

FACTS: This lawsuit arose from an incident in May 2020 in which a car was 
stopped in the travel lane of a Texas highway. Three adults exited the car and 
walked away, leaving two children in the car. A Werner 18-wheeler struck the 
car, which caught fire. The children were killed.
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$150M Settlement - 2022

• Of note are two different articles on this settlement.

• The Plaintiff-centered article stated that the lawsuit included gross 
negligence allegations against Werner and claimed Werner should have 
known it hired an incompetent driver. Not mentioned were the adults who 
left the children in the car or that one of the adults was criminally charged. 

• The article crowed about the settlement, calling it “the largest settlement of 
an 18-wheeler wreck in US history.” Goudarzi used a classic reptile tactic -
emphasizing community safety – in his quoted statement: “This case is an 
example of the absolute dangerousness of 18-wheelers on American 
highways and that there is an absolute need for companies to make 
sure they have competent drivers who are not overworked and allowed 
to drive despite the fact that they are clearly fatigued.”
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$150M Settlement - 2022

• The other article, from a more defense-friendly perspective, said that 
according to Werner, the truck was traveling below the speed limit when it 
struck the parked vehicle. 

• Werner’s Chief Legal Officer Nathan Meisgeier was quoted in a statement: 
“The circumstances of this tragic accident were set in motion by the 
decision to park a vehicle in the lane of travel, as indicated in the 
investigating officer’s report. Nonetheless, corporate defendants are 
facing ‘nuclear verdicts’ in courtrooms across the country, including in 
Texas. Werner believes it prudent to resolve this case, to bring closure 
for the family affected by this tragic accident and to protect Werner, its 
employees, and its shareholders.” 

• This article also noted that according to Werner, the investigating officers 
placed no fault on Werner or its driver. 
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$40,550,055 Settlement 2021

• Defendants: Catapult Energy Services Group dba 
Covenant Testing Technologies and NGP X US 
Holdings

• Dallas County
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$40,550,055 Settlement 2021

FACTS: This case involved a vehicle accident in which a driver for defendant 
Catapult Energy Services dba Covenant Testing Technologies struck another 
driver after allegedly running a stop sign, killing that driver. Lawsuit alleged 
negligence and gross negligence on the part of the defendant drivers and their 
employer.
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Many Cases Settle After Verdict on Appeal

• PCs want the verdict

• They may have a difficult time keeping it

• DAMAGE DONE – numbers are out in the public domain

• Settle for far less but confidential numbers and no one hears about them
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

These follow the same SOP with minor exceptions:

• Start with extremely high numbers in demand

• Time limits may expire before mediation

• Create disruption in the tower

• PC can be a hyper-aggressive playground bully

• The unreasonable demands continue as trial gets closer and sometimes are 
maintained through the commencement of trial
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

• PCs exploit the fault lines in the tower

• Know each carrier and layer

• There may be notice issues with excess carriers

• Divide and conquer

• “Squeeze” play

• Defense – make sure everyone is on the 
same page
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

• Run-of-the-mill PCs associate the hitters on their cases

• Want their shot at the bigtime

• Let them take control

• Hitters take over case and strategy

• Will try the case and take key deps
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

• Not about the facts

• About the PC hitter – cult of personality

• Favorable Venue/jury pool

• Favorable judge

• Perfect storm for PC if good liability/damage facts

• Aggressive motion practice-motions to compel, 
spoliation motions

• Exploit
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

• PCs set up with: Reptile theories

• Sound bites of deps including corp rep

• Leverage

• Mediation with their chosen preferred mediator

• Mediator unintentionally becomes PC advocate

• Aim to scare companies and carriers

• Message: It can happen to you!
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

• PCs tout their big verdicts in other cases

• Advertise on billboards, in airports, newspapers, social and news media

• Sponsor BBQs and parties for locals

• Become marketing tools for the next one

• Attach jury forms with numbers

• This will happen to you if you don't settle

• Reputation ruined /PR nightmare

• Stock will fall

• Business hurt
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Aftershock Settlement Demands

• “Going to get the next record verdict”

• “When I get this verdict, company stock will drop…”

• “Going to cancel your company”
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Strategies to Prevent Shock Settlements: Collaborative 
Litigation

NEW Concept – Collaborative Litigation

We define Collaborative Litigation (our term) as working 
together with PC’s to resolve particularly bad cases as 
early as practicable instead of engaging in a long, drawn 
out adversarial and confrontational process which only 
runs up fees, costs and expenses, takes valuable time 
from our clients’ business in defending cases and the 
cases are likely to settle anyway.
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Strategies to Prevent Shock Settlements: Collaborative 
Litigation

• This process would involve a commitment of the lawyers and parties to work 
through things sooner and hopefully work out a resolution as soon as 
possible on reasonable terms that contains or lessens the risk our clients 
face in the courtroom. 

• If there are factual and legal issues that are outcome determinative they are 
identified up and front and with transparency so that they may be dealt with 
by the parties. 

• This could be pre-suit or shortly after a suit is filed.
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Strategies to Prevent Shock Settlements: Collaborative 
Litigation

• The benefits of this for the PCs would be early resolution for their clients 
who likely need the money and closure and give the PCs a nice recovery in 
fees without incurring substantial costs with experts, discovery etc. 

• The process would also include early assessment and evaluation of the 
claim by the defense.

• AI would play a significant role in this process. The process would whittle 
down the issues to the essence of the case and at least narrow the issues 
that remain in dispute. 

• This process would especially be suited to big cases.
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Strategies to Prevent Shock Settlements

• Use social media and nontraditional discovery tools so you don’t have to 
wait for formal discovery to evaluate your case

• Exercise leverage when you can and as early as you can, e.g. MTDs, MSJs, 
etc. motions in limine very effective for case transfers

• Negotiate early if possible and if you know opposing counsel
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Strategies to Prevent Shock Settlements

• Set up mediation before or after experts if the parties 
believe they are needed to force early resolution 
opportunities

• Stay ahead of the game and never be the one to 
want or need an extension

• Always be prepared for trial and be ready to go to 
trial if needed
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THANK YOU!
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